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On September 24, 1984, a Piper Model PA-31T3, N9193Y, operating as a scheduled 
commuter flight, crashed af ter  both engines lost all power while on approach to  the 
William B. Hartsfield Airport, Atlanta, Georgia. On December 12, 1984, anothev 
scheduled commuter airplane, a Piper Model PA-31-350, N40790, also crashed when its 
engines lost power during approach to  the Miami lnternational Airport, Miami, Florida. 
The Safety Board's investigation of these accidents disclosed that the loss of engine 
power occurred as  a result of fuel exhaustion and fuel starvation. In each accident, the 
airplane was being flown with a marginal supply of fuel in order to  accommodate 
passenger/payload requirements and to  adhere to  operating gross weight limitations; the 
fuel load upon departure was estimated using only the  electronic fuel quantity gauges; 
and no alternate, direct means of measuring the fuel quantity, such as a dipstick or a 
dripstick, ;/ was available. 

As a result of i ts  investigation of the September 24, 1984, accident, the National 
Transportation Safety Board, on November 3,  1985, issued Safety Recommendations 
A-85-88 through -90 t o  t h e  Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regarding the 
installation of fuel quantity sensors and required maintenance procedures used in the  
adjustment and calibration of the fuel systems in these airplanes. In connection w i t h  the  
la t ter  issue, the Safety Board recommended that the FAA require the Piper Aircraft 
Corporation t o  amend the maintenance manuals for the PA-31T and PA-42 series 
airplanes to  require use of t h e  capacitance type of calibration tes t  set when checking the 
fuel quantity indication systems for accuracy and to  delete any other test procedure. 
The FAA has not yet indicated to  the Safety Board what  remedial action, if any, i t  
intends to  take regarding this matter. However, the  Safety Board continues t o  believe 
that a rigorous, high level of maintenance is required regarding the adjustment and 
calibration of t h e  fuel systems on these airplanes and that the FAA should expedite 
completion of i ts  investigation of this matter. 

Between 1980 and 1985, 1 4  CFR 135 operators were involved in 53 accidents 
caused by fuel exhaustion or fuel starvation. Moreover, during the period January 1979 
to  January 1985, records from the FAA's National Safety Data Branch indicated that  
14 CFR 135 operators, as  well as 1 4  CFR 1 2 1  operators, were involved in 24 incidents for 
similar reasons. Although the pilot is often implicated in these occurrences, it should be 
noted that the  nature of air taxi-commuter flight operations often requires that flights 
be conducted with minumum fuel aboard in order t o  accommodate t h e  payload weight of 
passengers and/or cargo. Additionally, because of a lack of availability of fuel at certain 

- 1/ A gauge installed in fuel tanks to  measure fuel quantity on the ground without using 
the airplane electrical system. 
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locations or because of flight scheduling time constraints, a commuter 
always operate with the airplane's fuel tanks filled t o  capacity. The res 
very time-fuel critical flight operation that routinely encounters potential hazards of 
fuel exhaustion. For example, on March 9, 1983, and again on September 25, 19 
commuter pilots of Cessna 402C airplanes, a f te r  departing Freeport in t h e  Baha 
Islands, had to  ditch their airolanes in the  Atlantic Ocean. near Fort  Lauderdale. Florid 
af ter  running out of fuel. 

The FAA, as  part of i ts  General Aviation Accident Prevention Pro 
publication No. FAA-P-8740-3, entitled "Time In Your Tanks." The publication provid 
safety information about fuel manazement and methods t o  determine the fuel quanti 

I 

before flight and states, in part: 

Fuel gauges are  subject to  malfunctions and errors. Therefore, unle 
restricted by the gross weight or center of gravity li 
considered good judgment t o  "top off" the  tanks at fuel stops. If th  
fuel load must  be limited, an accurate measurement can be made by us 
of a dipstick calibrated for t h e  aircraft. 

The Safety Board concurs with this advisory information a 
complete reliance on electronic fuel quantity systems/gauges, which indicate fu 
quantity indirectly and often inaccurately, is a contributing factor t o  accidents involvi 
fuel mismanagement. Whenever fuel-critical flight operations a re  conducted w' 
partial fuel loads, an available alternate means of measuring fuel, such as a dipstick or 
dripstick, should always be used t o  enable flight crews to  verify, by dir 
the partial fuel quantity on board. Such alternate verification o 
particularly important in 14  CFR 135  operations since fuel-critical fli 
conducted frequently. However, many 1 4  CFR 135 operators do not hav 
available, or if they are available, they do not use them routinely. 

The increasing concern regarding the occurrence of fuel exhaustion 
operations was highlighted recently by t h e  FAA's Fort Lauderdale, 
Standards District Office (FSDO). On May 4, 1986, the pilot of a Cessna 
passengers aboard encountered fuel exhaustion and made a forced landing without en 
power at the Fort  Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. 
incident, the  Fort LauderdaIe FSDO, on May 14, 1986, issued the  fo  
14 CFR 135 operators within its jurisdiction: 

As a result of 

Dear Operator: 

aircraft operated by FAR 135 Air Carriers indicates that  certain 
t o  be taken to  ensure that aircraft  have the necessarv fuel to meet  t he  

A study of recent incidents involving cases of fuel exhau 
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While most manufacturers of commuter type airplanes do not make calibrated 
dipsticks or dripsticks for t h e  fuel systems in their airplanes, such devices are  available 
for some makes and models of general aviation airplanes through independent aircraft  
equipment suppliers. The Safety Board believes that the FAA should lend impetus to  the 
continued development and application of such devices. Moreover, for those makes and 
models of airplanes for which such devices are  already available, the FAA should require 
that they be used whenever flights are  initiated under 14 CFR 135 with less than a f u l l  
load of fuel. 

Therefore, the National Transportation Safety Board recommends that the Federal 
Aviation Administration: 

Provide an increased level of surveillance of 14 CFR 135 operators to  
assure the timely and accurate adjustment and calibration of the fuel 
quantity indicating systems installed in airplanes used by the  operators. 
The capacitance fuel system tes t  box and harness assembly should be 
required to  be used where applicable. (Class II, Priority Action) 
(A-86-48) 

Encourage the continued development and application of fuel tank 
dipsticks or dripsticks for alJ general aviation airplanes used in 14 CFR 
135 operations that will  allow flightcrews to verify directly, accurately, 
and easily the quantity of fuel on board an airplane before each flight. 
(Class 11, Priority Action) (A-86-49) 

Require that air carriers operating general aviation type airplanes 
under 1 4  CFR 135 use calibrated dipsticks or dripsticks, when available, 
t o  verify fuel quantities on board airplanes if they are  initiating flight 
with less than a full load of fuel. (Class 11, Priority Action) (A-86-50) 

GOLDMAN, Acting Chairman, and 
concurred in these recommendations. 


